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Review all Dr. Robert Alan Kast, Boca Raton, Florida complaints

Dr. Robert Alan Kast, Boca Raton, Florida
Posted: 2011-11-03 by  Carla.

Keep anyone you love away from this doctor. He'll stop at nothing to get
ahead.
Complaint Rating: 

Company information:
Dr. Robert Alan Kast, MD
21875 Cartagena Dr
Boca Raton, Florida
United States

I've seen the posts. I don't want to stay quiet anymore. I'm well in my 50's today but the
memories are that of just yesterday. I was young, and of all my mistakes, this one haunts me to
this day. I was just a young girl, I was in my early 20's, in fact I was only about 21 years old.
Pretty, vibrant, a promising career as an art teacher, and the hittest boy from campus. That hit
boy didn't last one hour past the news I told him that day. I was pregnant. Cutting the initial
drama out of my story, it was all very painful, from beginning to... well, there really hasn't been
an end yet. My mither, at that time, took me to see Dr. Robert Kast at Dadeland Center. It wasn't
anything it look at, but it was the 80's back then, things were a little different. Dr. Kast was
recommended to my mither by a close friend of hers. 

I still remember the smell of the room I was taken to. I remember all the noises, and I remember
all the girls in there. Like an assembly line of broken dreams. I kept telling myself, this was the
right move, this was the right thing for me to do. I went through with the operation and felt
horrible after it was supposedly finished. I wanted to put it all behind me but I couldn't, this was
just the beginning. That night it husrt so badly all I could do was roll around and moan in pain.
My mither called the doctor for me who told her to just give me more Tylenol and sleep, that I
would feel better in the morning. I didn't make it to morning. That night I was rushed to the
emergency room where the remaining fetus had to be removed. A head and an appendage
remained inside my body after the abortion procedure with Dr. Kast. When confronted with the
evidence from the hospital, he commented that the body should have naturally expelled the
remains naturally. My family and I pursued the issue, but justice certainly was nit received that
day. He still practices today. With what is "seemingly" a perfectly fine doctor's reputation. 

There was severe damage to my uterus and lining that I have never been able to have children
of my own. Whether it was mental or physical, I never bore my own child. Thankfully, my
husband of 15 years has a beautiful daughter who considers me "Mom". My life worked out, but
my pain has yet to subside. I wish nithing more than to make ithers aware of Kast's abilities, or
lack their of. Anyone I could save from having to live with the nightmares and recollections I do,
is worth it. 

He should NOT have his license in good standing, or at all.
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It sounds like you should have had the procedure done sooner. There are associated risks with
the procedure and are not necessarily the fault of the doctor.

  3rd of Nov, 2011 by   mkstitch   -16 Votes

I am sure the last person that made a comment "ms.nirpl" did not mean to come across as an
a% h^#e. I am sure we all have stong feelings for what you went through and none of us can
really understand. My prayers go out to all that have to deal with a doctor like that.

  3rd of Nov, 2011 by   Peter Brockman   +2 Votes

Baby killer.

  3rd of Nov, 2011 by   Amber B.   -18 Votes

My sentiments exactly as Mr. Brockman put it. This is a very intense subject for most, and a
very hard decision for all. I'm so sorry you had to go through something like this. In the end it
seems as though you were able to move on with your life and turn things around, however, a
doctor should not be so callous. I've NEVER heard of a doctor leaving remains and then
claiming the body is supposed to naturally expel it. That's just nonsense and him covering his
'you know what'. In fact there are numerous articles and stories written about the dangers of
bad doctors who are not thorough enough when performing operations and ones such as this
exactly.

  3rd of Nov, 2011 by   Amber B.   -18 Votes

OMGoodness! I didn't see what Brockman wrote, it didn't show up earlier!!! I was AGREEING
with MKSTITCH and NOT Brockman, how dare you write something so hurtful.

  3rd of Nov, 2011 by   Peter Brockman   +3 Votes

All this sympathy for the OP...none for the innocent baby that was brutally murdered.

  3rd of Nov, 2011 by   Justice4balls   -20 Votes

Peter, you comment is way out of line. Cease or you will be reported.

  3rd of Nov, 2011 by   Peter Brockman   +12 Votes

Noboby cares what you think, balls. I stand by my statement. So bugger off.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   olisbos  Best Advice   +16 Votes

@ mkstitch - you are the one who comes across as an asshole here. I see nothing wrong with
ms. nirple's comment. Are you claiming to "hear" tone on the internet? Piss off. What exactly is
your experience and knowledge of abortions mk? Especially in the 80's

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   Justice4balls   -18 Votes

Obviously you do, otherwise you wouldn't be commenting about it jerkoff!

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   ms.nirple   +15 Votes

For the record mkstitch ~ My response was from a clinical perspective and based on fact.
There was no emotion one way or the other in my comment.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   icu2   +15 Votes

The OP's complaint really has to do more with her own sense of guilt. Nothing she wrote is
medically uncommon, especially in that era, no matter how good of a doctor you are. She was
an adult, and made the choice to abort.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   Justice4balls   -17 Votes

Amber, unfortunately these are very nasty people that trash most of the reviews. Notice they
didn't comment on Brockmans comments, which was the most dispicable out of all of them.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   squibs   +15 Votes

There is excruciating pain after the procedure regardless, even if the tissue is completely
removed. That is why there is the option for painkillers these days. It is also strongly
recommended to have a D&C; performed to ensure all tissue has been expelled, no matter
how small the fetus was. By the time a fetrus has develped a head and appendages, that's a
little late in the game, and could lead to more complications.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   ILikeit39   +12 Votes

mkstitch is an ass as well as medically ignorant, and Amber is medically ignorant,
Justice4balls has nothing worthwhile to add to the discussion, and Peter B. - was that really
necessary? 
Op- you are still feeling guilty about the abortion. Seek help.
Everyone else - excellent factual input.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   Justice4balls   -14 Votes

Like your comment really means anything. Just another troll.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   ILikeit39   +12 Votes

Shut it troll.
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  4th of Nov, 2011 by   Justice4balls   -14 Votes

oooh that was really sexy, say that again!!

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   Peter Brockman   -1 Votes

ILike- who appointed you to judge what is and what isn't "necessary" ? One could just as
easily ask if your presence on this board is "necessary." Again, I stand by my comments.

  4th of Nov, 2011 by   ILikeit39   0 Votes

@ peter - The sme person who appointed you. I thought about this "complaint" a little more
after all of our knee jerk reactions and now realize it is a fake troll complaint. Ask any doctor,
nurse, or therapist and they will tell you the same, this post is BS.
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